
Chuck Prophet – Bio 
 
Chuck Prophet IV was born in the mid-sixties and raised in Whittier, California. By the early eighties he 
was living in San Francisco when he joined the band, Green On Red. The quartet had been formed 
during 1979 by Dan Stuart in his hometown of Tucson, Arizona. The band soon relocated to the west-
coast and their third release, “Gas Food Lodging” [1985], was the first to feature Prophet. By the time 
their next album  “No Free Lunch” appeared the following year, the band’s previous psychedelic rock 
sound had given way to roots-country based material. In total, Prophet worked on nine Green On Red 
recordings and by the time “Too Much Fun” surfaced in 1993, Stuart and Prophet were hiring session 
players to make up a band when they toured. Although they never officially announced that they were 
splitting up, there have been no further Green On Red releases. By that stage, Prophet had unofficially 
launched his solo career. “Brother Aldo” reputedly recorded for the sum of $800 was released by Fire 
Records in 1990. When not touring with Stuart, Prophet had been road testing his songs in San 
Francisco’s underground clubs where he worked with vocalist/keyboard player Stephanie Finch [now his 
wife]. “Balinese Dancer” and “Feast Of Hearts” further consolidated Prophet’s reputation as a 
songwriter inspired by Dylan, Parsons and Neil Young. Chuck returned to basics with “Homemade 
Blood,” an acoustic, live in the studio recording that stylistically echoed “Nebraska.” At the time of its 
release MOJO quantified the album as "essential listening for fans of Americana." In 1997 Prophet 
collaborated with legendary producer Jim Dickinson on the album “A Thousand Footprints In The 
Sand.” He has also worked in the studio with Simon Bonney on “Everyman” [1995], Bob Neuwirth on 
“Look Up” [1996] and on Calvin Russell’s 1997 self-titled album, produced by Jim Dickinson. Prophet 
has also recorded with beat poet Herbert Huncke. In 1998 Prophet played guitar on Kelly Willis’ 
comeback album “What I Deserve.” Continuing his musical association with Dickinson, the pair teamed 
up with Harvey Brooks, Paul Q Kolderie, Jules Shear, Sean Slade and Winston Watson to record the 
album “Raisins In The Sun” [2001]. In addition to his most recent solo albums “The Hurting 
Business” [1999] and “No Other Love” [2002], there have been a pair of unofficial live Chuck Prophet 
releases. The first, "Homemade Boot," credited to Chuck Prophet and the Bible Dusters was recorded 
in Denmark in 1997 and issued by Corduroy Records two years later. Last year Cooking Vinyl Records 
issued “Turn The Pigeons Loose [Live In San Francisco 1999].” An album titled “Hotel San Jose” 
by the band go go Market, which features Stephanie and Chuck, is due for release in the late summer of 
2002.     
 
 
Discography :   
Solo only – “Brother Aldo” [1990] ; “Balinese Dancer” [1993] ; “Feast Of Hearts” [1995] ; 
“Homemade Blood” [1997] ; “The Hurting Business” [1999] ; “No Other Love” [2002]. 
Miscellaneous - “Raisins In The Sun” with Raisins In The Sun [2001]. 
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